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CALIFA: Summary I

 Survey of ~600 Galaxies in the Local 
Universe (0.005<z<0.03), i.e., 
D<120Mpc.

 IFS using PPAK/PMAS@ 3.5m Calar 
Alto.

 Mid-resolution (R~1000/2000) 
spectroscopy between 3700-7000 AA.

 Covering a 90% of the size of the 
galaxies.



CALIFA: Summary II

 Proposed by 47 researchers from 5 countries:
 PI:S.F.Sánchez.

 co-PI: R.Kennicutt & A.Gil de Paz.

 It will consume ~200 dark nights in 3 years.

 Almost approved…

 Already on-going:
 Runs scheduled.

 ~40 galaxies already observed.



CALIFA: Science Goals

 Model the resolved stellar population in 
galaxies of any kind and trace the star 
formation history.

 Determine the nature of the ionized gas 
and its chemical abundance gradients.

 Determine the 2D kinematic structure of 
galaxies in the local Universe.



CALIFA: Secondary Goals.

 Spatially resolved Star-Formation in Galaxies.

 Metallicity transfer in galaxies.

 Dust distribution in galaxies: 
Integrated/resolved properties.

 Ionization processes in galaxies: importance 
of effects different than star formation.

 Electronic density and He abundance.

 Resolved stellar populations: Detailed Star 
formation History.



CALIFA: Legacy

 Data will be freely distributed to the 
community once they have been 
accurately reduced.

 A careful quality control scheme will be 
developed to validate the data in terms 
of:
 S/N and depth.

 Wavelength Calibration.

 Flux Calibration.



CALIFA: Legacy

 Tools to analyze the data will be also 
distributed:
 Visualization tools.

 Fitting tools.

 Multi-wavelength follow-ups has been 
foreseen:
 Wise/Spitzer.

 Radio.

 Galex. 



PMAS/PPAK: 
The proper IFU for CALIFA

 PMAS: Postdam Multi-Aperture 
Spectrophotomer (PI: M.M.Roth @ AIP). 
Comprises:
 A grating spectrograph, that can mount 11 

different gratings, with resolutions from 500 to 
10000.

 Two IFU modes: Lens-Array & PPAK.

 Optical bench for LARR: Polarimetry, Ethalon. 

 Acquisition and guiding system: High precision 
centering, guiding and recovering (Mosaicing).

 Wavelength range limited by the CCD!!!



PMAS: The IFU modes

 LARR: Lens Array coupled with a fiber bundle. 
256 fibers, following an array of 16x16. Three 
optics: 
 FOV of 8”x8” (0.5”/spax)

 12”x12” (0.75”/spax)

 16”x16” (1”x1”)

 PPAK: A pure fiber bundle (65% FOV 
coverage), comprising 382 fibers of 
2.7”/diameter. 331 in the central hexagon. 
FOV of 74”x64”.



PMAS: R3D, the pipeline

 Full reduction in a single package:
 Bias subtraction, CCD flat-field correction.

 Spectra extraction.

 Wavelength calibration.

 Fiber-to-fiber transmission correction.

 Flux calibration (spectrophotometry).

 Rearranging the spectra in their spatial 
position.

 Fully automatic (for a fix setup).



CALIFA: Software Tools.

 R3D, the pipeline is completely implemented 
(80% of the PMAS articles used it).

 FIT3D. A program to fit SSP and emission 
lines to derive 2D distributions of the different 
properties:
 Age/Met/Dust distributions.

 Flux, Velocity and Dispersion maps for the 
different emission line spices.

 Calar Alto Archive operational already.



Eg, M74, PPAK vs. SINGS



PMAS/PPAK: Comparison

 SAURON@WHT (North Hemisphere):
 PPAK FOV is 300% larger (33”x41”).

 The spectral coverage for the same resolution is 
much larger in PPAK.

 The spatial resolution of SAURON is better (0.94”).

 Efficiency is similar.

 It is a propietary instrument, only accesible to the 
SAURON team.

 It has performed the largest IFU survey, so far: 50 
E/SO and Sa with bulge galaxies.



PMAS/PPAK: Dithering.

• 3 position dither 
pattern per pointing.

• Complete spatial 
covering of the FOV.

• Increase of the 
spatial resolution.

• Fully implemented in 
the pipeline.



Eg, Abell2218 IFS datacube



CALIFA: Sample Selection 
Criteria.

 Match the Science Goals: 
 No type selection.

 Homogeneous covering of the Color-
Magnitude Diagram.

 Maximize the 2D information.

 Cover the maximum of the galaxy size.

 Ensure the proper sky-subtraction.

 Ensure the proper S/N. 



CALIFA: Sample Selection.

 Local Universe:
 Z>0.005, to exclude Dwarfs.

 Z<0.03, to limit the volume.

 Sample extracted from the SDSS, to 
grant accurate spectrophotometry.

 Diameter selected: 
 D25>45”: Spatial resolution.

 D25<80”: Proper sky-subtraction.



CALIFA: Setup.

 2 Instrumental Setups:
 Low-resolution mode: 

 V500 grating, R~850.

 3800-7000 AA.

 Stellar population+Ionized gas.

 High-resolution mode:
 V1200, R~1700.

 3700-5200 AA.

 Kinematics+Ionized gas.



CALIFA: Time Estimation

 V1200: 

 3x600s.

 3 dither positions. 

 Depth of 22 mag/arcsec^2. 

 Spectrophotometric accuracy of a 15%.

 V600: 

 3x200s. 

 3 dither positions.

 Depth of 21 mag/arcsec^2. 

 ~600 objects in 200 nights.



CALIFA: Pilot Study

 43 objects already observed in 2009.

 Setups:
 A) V300 (R~450); 1.5h Int.; 3700-7100 A.

 B) V600 (R~850); 1.5h Int.; 3800-6700 A.

 Targets:
 A) 22 galaxies 0.015<z<0.025, r<15.5 

mag. No color or type selection.

 B) 21 galaxies z~0.015, r<15 mag. Face-
on Spirals.



CALIFA: Pilot Study

 Adapting R3D to perform a fully 
automatic reduction.

 Developing the automatic flux-
recalibration tools.

 Developing the quality control 
automatic and visual tools to validate 
the data.

 Adapting FIT3D to perform automatic 
analysis on the data.



CALIFA: Pilot Study.

 Science Goals:
 Analyze the integrated spectroscopic 

properties of these galaxies.

 CALIFA vs. SDSS: Aperture effects.

 Analyze the gradients in the stellar 
populations and gas metallicity in the face-
on spirals.



CALIFA: Pilot Study.

 Work in process:
 Data reduced.

 Integrated and central spectra derived.

 Automatic analysis on the Integrated 
Spectra Performed.

 Gradients studied for a reduced sample.

 To be done:
 Fully automatic 2D analysis.

 Detail comparison with SDSS.



CALIFA: On Going…

 Updated Information at:
 http://www.caha.es/sanchez/legacy/oa/
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